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Gas tax by state 2016

If you want to avoid paying a lot of taxes, you might want to avoid the northeast and venture south instead. According to Kiplinger, these are the most and least tax-a respectful states. Many of the states that make up the Northeast were among the least tax-paying, including Maryland, New York, New
Jersey, Connecticut, Vermont, and Maine. (Chart: David Foster/Yahoo Finance) First place, however, went to Minnesota. With a state income tax of 5.35% to 9.85%, depending on the taxable income bracket, Minnesotans are the hardest hit. The average local sales tax stands at 7.43% (depending on the
local municipality) while taxes and gas taxes are at $0.29 per gallon. Maryland is not too far behind with state income tax between 2% and 5.75%. Its sales tax is 6% and its gas taxes and fees are $0.35/gallon. In addition, according to the Maryland Comptroller, the state's 23 counties and Baltimore City
also collect a local income tax, which is collected on the resident state tax return for convenience to local governments. States with the highest sales tax include New York, California, and Illinois, each above 8% when it combines local and state taxes. If you live in New Jersey, you won't have to pay sales
tax when you go shopping for food. REUTERS/Brendan McDermidNew Jersey has the highest property taxes and some of the highest gasoline taxes in the United States Its 6.6% sales tax makes it one of the least friendly states, although food, clothing, and prescription/non-prescription drugs are exempt.
However, one of its southernmost counties, Salem County, collects only a 3.3% tax instead of the 6.6% tax, which is a policy designed to help local retailers compete with neighboring Delaware, which waives a sales tax, according to the Tax Foundation.On the other side of the spectrum there have been
states like Alaska, Wyoming, South Dakota, Florida and Nevada, none of which even have state income tax. Alaska's sales tax is a measly 1.43%, and it's only for some jurisdictions. Wyoming's rate stands at 4%, with an average local tax rate of 1.46%. Nevada, which relies heavily on the gambling
industry, has some of the lowest property taxes. Adriana is an editor at Yahoo Finance. Follow her on Twitter.Read also: Kiplinger: 14 ways for everyone to save on taxes under the new law (Reuters) -Futures replicating the tech-heavy Nasdaq 100 index tumbled 2 percent on Wednesday as investors
priced in the prospect of a Democratic-controlled Senate that could lead to more rules on tech mega-caps. Democratic challenger Raphael Warnock won a Senate race in Georgia on Kelly Loeffler, television networks and Edison Research. The race between Democrat Jon Ossoff and Republican David
Perdue was still too close to call. Consolidation could soon fly into the meeting rooms of major airlines try to survive the COVID-19 pandemic. In a sign of growing confidence in the stabilisation of China's equity markets, they have given pension funds access to the stock market in a historic move!
QuantumScape founder Jagdeep Singh speaks to Yahoo Finance after the company's stock fell 40% on Tuesday morning. Investors' DailyDow Jones business futures were lower early Wednesday on Tuesday, while eyes were on ahead of Georgia's Senate runoff. Apple has come back, while JD has
passed a new point of purchase. There is a strong feeling of growth among investors - of relief - that the new year will be characterised by lower volatility than in 2020. This would be enough to stimulate alcohol, but better yet, there is also a perception that markets will drive higher in the new year. Marko
Kolanovic, a well-known quant expert at JPMorgan, sees the early stages of a positive feedback loop, with less volatility and systematic investment strategies coming together to drive earnings, attracting more investors - and, according to Kolanovic, pushing the S&amp;P 500 to 4,600 by the end of the
year. There will be a 25% increase for the index. A general market environment like this is bound to produce many stock winners, and Wall Street analysts are busy reporting them. Among other things, they are touching penny stocks, shares priced below $5 per share. Their starting price from the bottom
of the rock makes pennies the logical place to look for huge returns on investments. Although their risk factor is high, even a small gain in absolute numbers will turn into a huge percentage gain in the share price. Using TipRanks' database, we've identified two penny stocks that professionals believe can
see explosive gains in the coming months. Not to mention everyone gets a Strong Buy consensus rating from the analyst community.9 Meters Biopharma (NMTR)Some biopharmaceutical companies have a broad approach, while others focus on a niche. 9 Meters is one of the latter, targeting unmet
needs for gastrointestinal patients. The company's development pipeline presents candidates for the drugs under investigation as treatments for short bowel syndrome (SBS) and celiac disease (CeD), two conditions that are both dangerous and difficult to treat. Perforating to the pipe details, the flagship
9-meter product, Larazotide, is in phase 3 for ced treatment. CeD affects about 1% of the population, but there are no approved therapies. The top-line data of the study is expected in the second half of 2021.In addition, last December, the company announced that it had an agreement with EBRIS, the
European Institute for Biomedical Research in Salerno, to investigate Larazotide as a potential treatment for respiratory complications due to COVID-19. The other important drug in the company's pipeline is NM-002, for SBS. The company recently announced positive phase 1b/2a results, with a
measurable impact on disease by a compound that was well tolerated by patients. NMTR's strong pipeline and $0.89 share price got substantial praise from Wall Street professionals.One of these NMTR bulls is Truist's Srikripa Devarakonda. Citing Larazotide as a key component of his bullish thesis, the
analyst noted: We recognize that investors are likely to see a fundamental study in a hard-to-decipher celiac disease program as high-risk despite encouraging Ph2b data. We model $705M/$353M at the peak of unrectified/adjusted sales and see a potential 400% rise - 1650% from Ph3's positive
reading. Devarakonda also sees significant unmet need in SBS and continues to believe that NM-002 has a differentiated profile compared to SOC. Its main takeaways from recent phase 1b/2a results include: 1) we believe the drug has shown early activity in patients with SBS; all 9 patients showed a
significant reduction in the total volume of stool production; the average reduction in TSO was 42% compared to baseline; 2) responses occur quickly, with TSO effects observed within 48 hours of dosing; 3) the safety profile seems favorable, we would like to see a longer duration. To that end,
Devarakonda estimates that NMTR shares a Buy along with a $5 price target. This figure conveys its confidence in NMTR's ability to rise by 462% in the coming year. (To watch Devarakonda's track record, click here) Moving on now to the rest of the Road, other analysts are on the same page. With 4
purchases and no holds or sales, the word on the road is that NMTR is a strong buy. Given its average price target of $4.33, the 386% rise may be in store for investors. (See analyzing NMTR inventory on TipRanks) Orchard Therapeutics (ORTX)Orchard Therapeutics takes a broad approach to the
biopharmaceutical industry. The company is engaged in the development of gene therapies for rare, often terminal diseases, including neurometabolic disorders, primary immune deficiencies, and blood disorders. The gene therapy approach uses blood stem cells to provide correct genetic information
directly into the patient's body. Orchard's pipeline demonstrates the diversity of disorders susceptible to gene therapy: the company has no fewer than 12 candidates for the drug under development. Among these candidates stands out Libmeldy (OTL-200). Libmeldy is being marketed as a treatment for
MLD (metachromatic leukodystrophy), a rare mutation-based genetic disease of the nervous system. Libmeldy, which is designed to treat children with infants for juvenile forms of MLD by replacing the faulty ARSA gene, received her for medical use in the EU in December 2020.Wedbush analyst David
Nierengarten notes Libmeldy's European approval and its implication for Orchard's progress. He writes: We look forward to the company's commercial execution in the EU and a possible 2022 approval in the US. Last month ORTX received IND IND authorization the FDA for the program that paves the
way for discussions with U.S. regulators to decide on a suitable path to a BLA deposit. Net-net, with perhaps two gene therapies approved in the next 12 to 18 months and a fundamental one-third (MPS-I) study, we think ORTX shares are undervalued at these levels, the analyst concluded. In line with his
bullish comments, Nierengarten rates ORTX as Outperform (i.e. Buy) and its $15 price target indicates 241% growth potential in the coming year. (To watch Nierengarten's track record, click here) Do other analysts agree with Nierengarten? They do. Only 3 rating buys have been issued in the last three
months. Therefore, ORTX gets a Strong Buy consensus rating. At $15, the average price target indicates that stocks could appreciate 241% in the coming year. (See analyzing ORTX inventory on TipRanks) To find good ideas for trading penny stocks at attractive valuations, visit TipRanks' Best Stocks to
Buy, a newly launched tool that combines all of TipRanks' equity insights. Disclaimer: The views expressed in this article are exclusively those of leading analysts. The content is intended to be used for informational purposes only. It is very important to do your own analysis before making any investment.
Entdecken Sie die Finanzmärkte mit einer and a Hightech-Plattform und diversin analytischen WerkzeugenE's how the president-elect says the $2,000 payments could come out the door immediately. Wirecard - germany's insolvent payment processor that overestimated cash in its balance sheet - rose
again on Wednesday, extending its earnings into the new year. Wirecard shares rose 16 percent Wednesday after more than doubling Tuesday and gaining 58 percent on Monday. Lidar company Upstart Aeva is led by two former Apple executives trying to shake up the industry. Warum wollen Senioren
diese Smartwatch for 49€ mit Gesundheitsmonitoring-Funktion unbedingt haben? Bill Gross's end of 2020 may have been more eventful than most other people. Not only did the former Bond King spend the final weeks of the year in an Orange County, California courthouse, defending his right to binge
gilligan's island from his Laguna Beach mansion, but he also managed to meditate on what he calls the bubblicious stock market. On September 14, Gross warned that there is little money to be made almost anywhere in the world and urged investors to favor avoided areas such as tobacco, banks and
foreign exchange-listed companies. Finally, it got to the good things and reviewed the drivers of the run-up in the market, namely speculation and corporate earnings pumped fiscally and ready for the central bank as the Federal Reserve moved real interest rates close to zero. I think investors deserve
much better than to say that there are no income opportunities in this market. Investor activity Democratic victory in both georgia ballot elections could have huge implications for fiscal and spending policy, the shape of the coronavirus recovery and the outlook for the stock market. The new
neujahrsangebote sind jetzt verfügbar | Jetzt kaufenThe higher probability of higher taxes and more regulation with the Democratic-controlled presidency and Congress has had futures on the falling stock index. Alibaba Group Holding Ltd - ADR (NYSE: BABA) shares closed up 5.5% on Tuesday and at
least one major options trader is betting that Alibaba will return above $300 by this time next year. Alibaba Trades: On Tuesday morning, Benzinga Pro subscribers received dozens of option alerts related to unusually large Alibaba option exchanges. Here are the big three: * At 10:00 a.m., a trader bought
1,005 Alibaba call options with a strike price of $300 due in January 2022 near ask price at $20,485. The trade represented a bullish bet of about $2.05 million. * At 10:10 am on .m., a trader sold 300 Alibaba put options with a strike price of $235 due in January 2023 at ask price of $54.30. The trade
represented a bullish bet of about $1.62 million. * At 10:56 am on .m., a trader bought 1,000 Alibaba which put options with a strike price of $215 due June 18 at ask price of $16.60. The trade represented a bearish bet of about $1.66 million. Why it's important: Even traders who stick exclusively to stocks
often closely monitor the market activity of unusually large trading options. Given the relative complexity of the options market, traders in large options are typically considered more sophisticated than the average stock trader. Many of these large options traders are wealthy individuals or institutions that
may have information or these uniques related to the underlying stock. Unfortunately, stock traders often use the options market to protect themselves from their larger equity positions, and there is no foolproof way to determine whether an options trading is a standalone position or hedge. In this case,
given the relatively large size of Tuesday's largest Alibaba option operations, they could definitely be institutional hedges. Related Link: How to Read and Trade an Option Alert Alibaba's Crackdown in China: Strange as it may seem, much of Tuesday's rally could have to do with a CNBC report that
Alibaba founder Jack Ma is alive and well. China cracked down on Alibaba and its affiliate Ant Financial after Ma Critical comments about Chinese government regulators in October.Ma have not made a public appearance in months, leading some to speculate that the Chinese Communist Party had Ma
imprisoned or worse after his comments. While Alibaba is far from out of the woods when it comes to the regulatory crackdown, CNBC reported that Ma simply stayed low and avoided the public eye from her controversial comments. Baba Chart by TradingView new TradingView.widget( { width: 680, 680,
423, symbol: NYSE:BABA, interval: D, time zone: Etc/UTC, theme: light, style: 1, local: en, toolbar_bg: f1f3f6, enable_publishing: false, allow_symbol_change: true, container_id: tradingview_b1d06 } ); Benzinga's Take: Alibaba's biggest exchange of options in the morning was bullish, but trading was



generally mixed, with many traders taking the other side of the trade. Buying $2 million calls has a break-even price of $320.49, suggesting a 33.5% rise for the stock in the coming year. See more from Benzinga * Click here for options exchanges from Benzinga * 2 Top Homebuilder Stocks For 2021,
According to BofA * Why the Biden administration could be very bullish for Ford, GM(C) 2021 Benzinga.com. Benzinga does not provide investment advice. All rights reserved. Two analysts are raising their price targets on Apple shares, both noting strong demand for the new iPhone 12 phone line. Wer
passt zu dir am Besten? Jetzt Matches erhalten. 51% Frauen 49% Männer.A new year, a new addition to the equity portfolio – what could make more sense? The right time to buy, of course, is when the shares have a lower price. Buying low and selling at the top can be a bit untooled, but it's true, and the
truth has the power to stay. But markets are on the rise. The NASDAQ rose 43 percent in 2020 and the S&amp;P 500 posted a 16 percent gain. With a market environment like this, finding stocks that are captured in doldrums is harder than it seems. This is where Wall Street professionals can help out.
We used TipRanks' database to identify three stocks that fit a profile: a share price that has fallen more than 30% in the past 12 months, but with at least double-digit upside potential, according to analysts. Not to mention everyone has earned a moderate or strong consensus rating. Esperion (ESPR)We
will start with Esperion, a company specializing in therapies for the treatment of high levels of low-density lipoprotein cholesterol - an important factor that contributes to heart disease. The company's main product, bempedoic acid, is now available in tablet form under the Nexletol and Nexlizet.In February
2020 brands, both Nexletol and Nexlizet have been approved as oral treatments to lower LDL-C. Bempedoic acid remains in clinical trials of its effectiveness in reducing the risk for cardiovascular diseases. The study, called CLEAR Outcomes, is a large-scale long-term study, monitoring more than 14,000
patients with first-line data expected in the second half of 2022. The study covers 1,400 locations in 32 countries worldwide. Esperion shares peaked at February, after FDA approvals, but since then, the stock has declined. Shares are down 65% from their peak. Along with the decline in the value of the
shares, the company showed a drop in revenues from the second quarter to the third quarter, with the top line falling from $212 million to $3.8 million. From the Q3 report, Esperion announced an offer of $250 million of senior subordinated bonds, at 4%, due in 2025. The offer offers the company an
increase in available capital for further work on its development pipeline and marketing efforts for bempedoic acid. Chad Messer, who covers ESPR for Needham, sees the offer of notes as a net positive for Esperion. We believe that this cash position will be enough to support Esperion until 2021 and
profitability in 2022... We believe that this funding should help to put an end to concerns about Esperion's budget. Despite a challenging launch for NEXLETOL and NEXLIZET, product growth continued in 3Q against the backdrop of a contracting LDL-C market. This growth trajectory suggests the
potential for rapid acceleration as conditions improve, Messer wrote. To that end, Messer estimates that ESPR shares a Strong Buy and its price target, at $158, suggests that the stock has room for huge growth this year – up to 481% from current levels. (To watch Messer's track record, click here)
Overall, Esperion has 6 recent reviews never recorded, with a breakdown of 5 Buys and 1 Hold to give the stock a Strong Buy rating from analyst consensus. The shares, trading at $27.16, have an average price target of $63.33, implying a one-year rise of 133%. (See analyzing ESPR inventory on
TipRanks) Intercept Pharma (ICPT)Liver disease is a serious health threat, and Intercept Pharma focuses on developing treatments for some of the most dangerous chronic liver conditions, including nonalcolic steatohepatitis (NASH) and primary biliary choangitis (PBC). Intercept has a research pipeline
based on FXR, a biliar acid pathway regulator in the liver system. The action of FXR affects not only the metabolism of biliary acid, but also the metabolism of glucose and lipids and inflammation and fibrosis around the liver. The lead compound, obeticholic acid (OCA), is a CDCA analogue of biliary acid,
and as such can play a role in FXR pathways and receptors involved in chronic liver disease. Treatment of liver disease through FXR biology has direct applications for PBC and is showing promise in the treatment of NASH complications. ICPT shares fell sharply last summer, when the FDA rejected the
company's request to approve OCA for the treatment of NASH-related liver fibrosis. This delays the potential entry of the drug into a profitable market; there is no current treatment for nash, and the first drug to get approval will have the advantage of reaching an estimated market of between $2 billion and
$5 billion in potential Annual. The effect on the stock is still felt and the ICPT remains at its lowest for 52 weeks. In response, in December 2020, Intercept announced major changes in high-level management, as CEO and chairman Mark Pruzanski announced that he will step down from January 1 this
year. He is succeeded by Jerome Durso, former COO of the company, who will also take a place on the Board of Pruzanski will remain as a consultant and maintain the position of director on the company's board of directors. Piper Sandler analyst Yasmeen Rahimi delves into Intercept's ongoing efforts to
expand OCA applications and reintroduce its new pharmacological application to the FDA. He sees the leadership transition as part of these efforts and writes, [We believe] Dr. Pruzanski's dedication to transforming the liver space is still strong and that he will continue to drive the ICPT's progress as a
consultant and board member. In addition, we have had the pleasure of working closely with Jerry Durso and believe it will transform the company and drive ICPT's success in growing the PBC market and the path to the potential approval and commercial launch of OCA into NASH. Rahimi takes a long-
term bullish stance on ICPT, giving the stock an overweight rating (i.e. buy) and a price target of $82. This figure indicates an impressive 220% increase over the next 12 months. (To watch Rahimi's track record, click here) Wall Street is a little more divided on the drug maker. ICPT's moderate buy
consensus score is based on 17 reviews, including 8 purchases and 9 exemptions. The shares are priced at $25.82 and the average price target of $59.19 suggests an upward potential of 132% for the next 12 months. (See analyzing ICPT inventory on TipRanks) Gilead Sciences (GILD)Gilead had a
year as a firework - fast up and fast down. Earnings came in 1H20, when it appeared that the company's antiviral drug remdesivir would become a primary treatment for COVID-19. In November, however, even though remdesivir had been approved, the World Health Organization (WHO) recommended
against its use, and COVID vaccines now on the market have made remdesivir irrelevant to the pandemic. This was just one of Gilead's recent headwinds. The company has worked, in collaboration with Galapagos (GLPG), on the development of filgotinib as a treatment for rheumatoid arthritis. While the
drug received EU and Japan approval in September 2020, the FDA denied approval and Gilead announced in December that it was suspending U.S. development efforts on the drug. Even so, Gilead maintains a diverse and active research pipeline, with over 70 research candidates at various stages of
the development and approval process for a wide range of diseases and conditions, including HIV/AIDS, inflammatory &amp; respiratory diseases, cardiovascular diseases, and hematology/oncology. On a positive note, Gilead reported third-quarter earnings above estimates, with top-line revenues of
$6.58 billion, beating forecasts of 6% and growing 17% year-on-year. The company updated its full-year 2020 product sales guidance from $23 billion to $23.5 billion. Among the bulls is Oppenheimer analyst Hartaj Singh, who gives GILD shares an Outperform rating (i.e. Buy) and a price target of $100.
Investors pocket a gain of 69% 69% play-out thesis. (To watch Singh's track record, click here) Supporting his position, Singh writes: We continue to believe in our thesis of (1) a reliable remdesivir/other drugs against SARS-CoV flares, (2) a basic business (HIV/oncology/HCV) that grows at low digits over
the next two years, (3) operating leverage that provides higher earnings growth, and (4) a dividend yield of 3-4%. What does the rest of the Road think? Looking at the breakdown of consensus, the views of other analysts are more widespread. 10 Purchases, 12 Exemptions and 1 Sale add up to a
moderate purchase consent. In addition, the average price target of $73.94 indicates a potential 25% increase from current levels. (See analyzing GILD inventory on TipRanks) To find good ideas for trading down stocks at attractive valuations, visit TipRanks' Best Stocks to Buy, a newly launched tool
that combines all of TipRanks' equity insights. Disclaimer: The views expressed in this article are exclusively those of leading analysts. The content is intended to be used for informational purposes only. It is very important to do your own analysis before making any investment. European stock markets
rose in open trading after the results of georgia's two Senate races showed Democrats on the verge of controlling the upper house. Raphael Warnock won one of two Senate ballots in Georgia early Wednesday, according to the Associated Press, while fellow Democrat Jon Ossoff is winning by a narrow
margin. The CAC 40 French rose 0.7%, while Germany's DAX and Britain's FTSE 100 also advanced. The yield on the 10-year German bund rose to -0.53%, while the euro advanced. Despite falling more than 700% in the past year, Tesla Inc (NASDAQ: TSLA) is receiving a bullish call and a new street-
high price target. Tesla analyst: In a note released after Tuesday's close, Morgan Stanley analyst Adam Jonas reiterates an overweight rating on Tesla as he raises the company's price target from $540 to $810.Jonas issued a cautious note in December calling entry into electric vehicles from Apple Inc
(NASDAQ: AAPL) a new bear case for Tesla.Related link: Morgan Stanley updates Tesla on growth potential in embedded companies Tesla's thesis: Delivery growth of 61% year-on-year in the fourth quarter was better than Jonas expected. The analyst brought the 2030 volume estimate to 5.2 million
units from 3.8 million units. We continue to believe that Tesla may outperform our industry in 2021, Jonas wrote in the new note. The analyst said that the market chose to tesla's value compared to its colleagues despite a number of high results. Tesla's business model can unlock recurring revenues from
mobility services faster and more profitable than the competition, Jonas said, calling Tesla the choice for the auto internet industry. It is difficult to find a more innovative company, especially in the electric vehicle and autonomous vehicle said Jonas calling Tesla the best positioned. TSLA price action:
Tesla's shares closed up 1 percent at $735.11 on Tuesday. Shares hit new adjusted highs per division of $740.84 at the start of the session. The stock rose 2.17% to $751 in after-hours trading. Latest ratings for TSLA DateFirmActionFromTo Jan 2021Exane BNP ParibasDowngradesNeutralUnderperform
Jan 2021JP MorganMaintainsUnderweight Dec 2020CFRADowngradesStrong BuyHold View More Analyst Ratings for TSLA View the Latest Analyst RatingsEe more from Benzinga * Click here for benzinga options operations * Tesla, Volkswagen, Renault see strong stake in Europe: over 1 million
electric vehicles sold in 11 months * Loup Ventures 2021 forecast : Apple first between FAANG, A Tesla Robotaxi, New Peloton Equipment(C) 2021 Benzinga.com. Benzinga does not provide investment advice. All rights reserved. Tight spreads, high leverage, powerful platform: Your equipment to shake
up the forex marketMovable applications provided by Alibaba Group Holding Ltd (NYSE: BABA) supported by Ant Group will be banned by an executive order issued tuesday by outgoing President Donald Trump.What happened: U.S. transactions with China-based Alipay of Hangzhou, which had over 1.2
billion users worldwide as of October 2019 as per Xinhua , will be banned. The order only took effect after Trump took office as scheduled in 45 days. Apps offered by Tencent Holdings Ltd (OTC: TCEHY) such as Tencent QQ and WeChatPay were also banned in order, along with CamScanner,
SHAREit, VMate and WPS Office.The order underscored threats posed by Chinese applications, which could allow the Asian power to track the location of federal employees and contractors and build personal information dossiers. Why it matters: Trump's move is the latest setback for Alibaba, founded
by Jack Ma, which is also facing an antitrust investigation in China.See also: Chinese Financial Regulators Order Ant Group To 'Overhaul' Its Business Last August, Trump signed an executive order banning ByteDance TikTok's abbreviated video app unless his parent agreed to sell the app. A federal
judge later issued an order to stop the ban on TikTok the following month. Oracle Corp (NASDAQ: ORCL) and Walmart Inc (NYSE: WMT) agreed to buy TikTok before the court's relief. According to the latest reports, Ant Group may be forced to divest part of its equity portfolio. Chinese regulators are also
considering asking fintech to share consumer data, from a Wall Street Journal report on Tuesday. Price action: Alibaba shares traded down 2.08% to $235.40 in after-hours trading on Tuesday after closing up nearly 5.5% at $2 40.40.Learn more from Benzinga * Click here for Benzinga options *
Pinduoduo Faces Scrutiny As Employee Dies Working Past Midnight * Alibaba's Jack Ma Now Trails Pinduoduo And And Wealth CEOs(C) 2021 Benzinga.com. Benzinga does not provide investment advice. All rights reserved. Stock futures were in place Tuesday night as traders awaited the results of
georgia's Senate runoff election, which will determine congressional scrutiny and determine policy decisions for the next few years. (Bloomberg) - Zhong Shanshan is setting new wealth records. The president of Nongfu Spring Co., a bottled water company that is ubiquitous in China, is now richer than
Warren Buffett as his fortune has increased by $13.5 billion since the beginning of the year to $91.7 billion on Tuesday, according to the Bloomberg Billionaires Index.Zhong, 66, is now the sixth richest person on the planet. Nongfu shares jumped 18% in the first two trading days of 2021, bringing the
advance from the September listing to more than 200%. They gained 0.7 percent wednesday. It's only the second time a Chinese national has entered the world's Top 10 - property tycoon Wang Jianlin reached number 8 in 2015 - and no one from the mainland has ever ranked this high in Bloomberg's
wealth index since it was launched in 2012.Locally dubbed as the Lone Wolf to avoid club involvement by business or political groups , Zhong also took vaccine manufacturer Beijing Wantai Biological Pharmacy Enterprise Co. public in April. The stock rose more than 2,800%. Zhong dethroned India's
Mukesh Ambani as Asia's richest person last week and is close to entering the rarefied realm of individuals worth more than $100 billion. Buffett is out of that group with a fortune of $86.2 billion, but Berkshire founder Hathaway Inc. His younger sister, Zhong Xiaoxiao, and three of his wife's brothers each
hold a 1.4 percent stake in Nongfu worth $1.3 billion, according to the property listed in the company's prospectus last year. The company has produced dozens of millionaires, including other relatives and employees of Zhong. While Covid-19 disrupted much of the global economy in 2020, it was a good
year for the world's ultra-rich. The wealthiest 500 people added $1.8 trillion to their fortunes and were worth $7.6 trillion combined by the end of the year. Zhong, Asia's biggest winner, has amassed more than $71 billion, the most since Tesla Inc's Elon Amazon.com Musk. It hasn't been seen in public
since Chinese regulators torpedoed Ant Group Co.'s initial $35 billion public offering. His net worth has fallen by about $10 billion since October and is now the 25th richest person in the world. (A version of this this corrected berkshire's name in the sixth paragraph and the size of Ant's IPO lately.)
(Wednesday moves updates for Nongfu in the third paragraph, Wantai in the fifth) For more articles like this, visit bloomberg.comWrite now to keep up with the most reliable corporate news source.©2021 Bloomberg L.P. L.P.
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